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land, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union
of South Africa, Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, United States of America,
Uruguay and Yugoslavia.

"The fo11owing Member States have trans
\aitted provisional credentials for a11 or some of
their representatives: Afghanistan, Colombia,
Cuba, Ecuador, Israel, Lebanon, Paraguay,
Philippines, Syria, Turkey and Venezuela.

"The fo11owing Member States have not pre
sented any credentials: Bolivia, Guatemala, Po-'
land, Saudi Arabia and Yemen. Their delegations
have advised us that these documents have been
dispatched.

"The Committee will, in due course, examine
the final credentials of the representatives of the'
States named above who have presented pro
visional credentials and of those whose credentials.
have not yet arrived. In the meantime, the Com
mittee proposes that these representatives should
be seated provisionally in the General Assembly,
with the same rights as the other representatives."

138. Mr. GARcfA BAuER (Guatemala) drew
attention to the fact that his Government had
presented provisional credentials. The report
would therefore need to be corrected as far as
G'm!!:emala was concerned.

The report of the Credentials Commutee was
approved.

The meeting rose at 5.25 p.m.

and cultural wealth of mankind might once again
take place.
4. Mr. Wierblowski represented a nation which
had just celebrated, on the preceding 1 September,
a tragic anniversary. Ten years before, his coun
try had been bombed without mercy and mangled
beneath the tracks of Hitler's tanks. The criminal
attack against Poland had marked the format
beginning of the Second World War. He said
"formal", because in fact the world war had
started we11 before that.
5. Hitlerism, fascism and Japanese militarism
had gained new territory and new positions long,
before September 19.39. At the same time, they.
had obtained increasing support from the Govern
ments then in power in Great Britain and France.
The German attack on Poland had been the cli
max of the criminal and treacherous policy of
Munich.
6. . It was not without significance .that,as
early as November 1937, Lord Halifax, the
United Kingdom Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, had informed Hitler that the members
of the British Government were futty aware of
the fact that not only had the Fuehrer achieved.
a great deal inside Germany; but that Germany
could rightly be regarded as the bulwark of the
West against Bolshevism.
7. On the eve of the total war for world. con
quest, hitlerism had. been regarded as a bu warK

136. The leader of the Indian delegation had
also referred to the question of South West
Africa. That matter appeared on the agenda, and
the delegation of the Union of South Africa
would therefore refrain from dealing with it un
tit the item was discussed.

Report of tbeCredentiols Committee
137. Mr. BRANA (Cuba), Chairman of the
Credentials Committee, presented the following
report of the Credentials Committee:

"The Committee was composed of the repre
sentatives of Belgium, Brazil, the Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist Republic, Cuba, Iran, the Union
of South Africa, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, the United States of America and
Uruguay.

"The Committee examined the documents from
the Member States which were submitted to it
by the Secretariat. It found that the credentials
for the representatives of the Governments of
the fo11owing forty-three Member States com
pletely satisfied the requirements of rule 23 of
the rules of procedure of the General Assembly:
Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Burma,
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada,
Chile, China, Costa Rica, Czechoslovakia, Den
mark, Dominican Republic" Egypt, El Salvador,
Ethiopia, France, Greece, Haiti, Honduras, Ice
land, India, Iran, Iraq, Liberia, Luxembourg,
Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua,
Non-lay, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Sweden, Thai-
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Held at Flushing Meadow, New York, on Saturday, 24 September 1949, at 10.45 a.m.

President: General Carlos P. R6MuLo (Philippines)..
General debate (c~ntinued): speeches

by Mr. Wierblowski (Poland) Mr.
Santa Cruz (Chile), Sir Mohammad
Zafrulla Khan (Pakistan), Mr. Aklilou
(Ethiopia) ,Mr. Kiselev (Byelomssian
Soviet Socialist Republic)

1. Mr. WIERBLOWSKI (Poland) said that in
taking part in the discussion of the Secretary
General's annual report", he would dwe11 first of
all on the statement that, during the year which
had just elapsed, the fear of war had decreased.
2. Ten years had gone by since the outbreak of
the war, and more than four years since its end
and the vict<,Jy of the-democratic forces over
fascism. Yeta.ft~r; six years of suffering and
bloody warfare, a:!i~er four years hard work to
rebuild what the w'ar,had destroyed, the fact that
the fear of war q~\d \decreased was regarded as
an achievement. ~, /\
3. No doubt such a-statement could be made and
it was certainly justi'1~~d. Nevertheless, it was ~n
admission of the t~~:Mic. ~act .that in 1949, as in
1939, the peopleswereliving' in the fear of a new
war, in thefealt th~,t death might. once again
threaten.millions'iofbuman beings andthat mas
sacres and the barba.ric destruction of the material

I See Official Records of the fourtn session of the
General A.ssembly, Supplement Nq. 1.
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himk ,Ao an extract from a conversation between
the German Ambassador in London and Mr.
Buxton, Neville Chamberlain's confidential emis
sary. Mr. Buxton who, according to the Ambas
sador, was a well-known and moderate member
of the Labour Party, had said that the United
Kingdom promised fully to respect the German
spheres of interest in eastern and south-eastern
Europe; that it would therefore withdraw the
guarantees it had given to certain States in the
German sphere of influence and, furthermore,
that it promised to influence France to break its
alliance with the Soviet Union and to give up its
ties in south-eastern Europe.

14. A similar idea had been expressed even
more clearly by Sir Horace Wilson in a conver
sation with Mr. Dirksen, German Ambassador in
London; it was that Poland was to be left to its
fate.

15. Poland had indeed been abandoned. Thus
Poland had had to pay not only the bloody price
of betrayal by its own Government but also that
of the political machinations of its alleged protec
tors.

16. Mr. Wierblowski had recalled .the recent past,
not only because that period of struggle, suffer
ing and humiliation was still alive in the minds of
his people, but above all because the date of 1
September conjured up more than mere historical
memories. For that date had marked the tragic
outcome of a policy which had sought to isolate
one of the great Powers, a policy of contempt
for the sovereignty and, rights of small nations,
a policy of perfidious violation of the principles
of collective security in favour of the law of the
jungle. What had happened on 1 September 1939
had been the result of the destruction of the in
ternational organization of that period.

17. Did the history of the years which had since
passed, and particularly of the Second World
War, prove that Hitler and the men of Munich
had been right? Did it indeed bring proof that
jungle.Jaw was stronger than the principles of
collaboration and the joint action of peoples in
the name of progress? Of course not. It was
always those who violated those principles, the
Hitters and the Chamberlains, who failed. The
war alliance of the great Powers, tempered in the
fire of combat, built on principles of collabora
tion, equality and joint decisions, had led the
United Nations to victory. It was through
Teheran, Moscow, Yalta and Potsdam, through
the difficult task of drawing u],' joint, unanimous
and compromise decisions; and not by imposing
their will by force, not byarbitrary decisions, that
the Allies had trod the path leading them to
Rome, Berlin and Tokyo. "

18. The same principles were at the basis of the
United Nations. In the light of the experience
of the preceding four years, the Secretary
General's statement that,If the principle of unani
mity among the great Powers .had not been
established at San Francisco, it wouldhave been
necessary to adopt it(lt that point, was, proved
absolutely correct and of immediate significance.

19. ,Mr. Wierhlowski noted with regret that the
statesmen of certain great Powers, forgetful of,
the lessons of history, were deliberately yiolatinY.'i
the ,', principles of, sincere international co-opera~
tion, They we~e choosing the method' of arbitrary
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of the West. A bulwark against what and for
what purpose? British and French statesmen had
had no doubts on that point. Hitler was to have
become an instrument and an effective ally in the
struggle against the State which had proclaimed
and had endeavoured to realize the concept of col
lective security, the country which had been ready
to come to the assistance of the smaller States
which were threatened, and to help them effec
tively , not merely by a purely formal declaration
of war, not only by a "phony war".

8. Hitlerism was to have become the battering,
ram to destroy that Power which, at the difficult
moment of the criminal Munich conspiracy, had
offered genuine assistance to Czechoslovakia, the
victim of a cowardly betrayal. It had been in
tended that the S.S. divisions, should be used
against the Soviet Union, which had resolved to
defend, and was effectively defending the declining
authority of the League of Nations, and which
had earnestly desired to see the League become an
effective instrument in the struggle for peace. The
USSR had been blamed for opposing the pro
fascist and anti-Soviet policy of Neville Chamber
lain and Mr. Daladier, the policy of those who
were digging the grave of the League of Nations.
There had been an understanding with the Berlin
Rome-Tokyo axis. In order to cover the tracks,
an attempt had been made to set up a facade of
negotiations with the Soviet Union. As Mr.
Dirksen, the German Ambassador in Great Bri
tain at that time, had stated, the idea of German
lebensraum: had been received in London with
full consideration.

9. It had been the peoples of eastern and south
eastern Europe which were to become the victims
of that policy. The.' Governments of those coun
tries-semi-fascist or fascist emulators of Hitler
ism, in full sympathy with the anti-Soviet policies
of Germany, estranged from the masses and
hated by them-had become mere puppets in the
game, a, game contrary to the interests of those
countries. That was the origin of the tragic
events of September 1939.

1.0, The Polish people, isolated and abandoned,
had fought heroically' against the fun might of
the Third Reich, while the British and French
divisions had remained inactive. Poland had fallen
a victim to the Germany policy of lebensraum, the
perfidious policy iof the western Powers which
had supported Hitler Germany and the criminal
pro-Hitler and anti-Soviet policy of the then
Polish Government.

11. The reason why the western Powers had
declared war on Germany at that time-though
without waging it effectively-had not been to
safeguard a principle, as was proved by the official
documents which had since become available. Em
boldened by the men of Munich and dazzled by
his easy successes, Hitler had put forward exag
gerated claims. In the new division of the world,
he had wanted to gain too much' too quickly. It
had been a matter not of principle, but of a price
and the terms of payment.

12. For Poland, on the other hand, as for the
other States in that part of Europe, it had not
been a matter of price, but of life Or death.

13. Documents in the German archives threw a
harsh light on, the political, events of "those years.
Mr.Wierblowski could quote from many docu
ments which had become pu6lic.•He would coq~ne
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decisions and faits accomplis and, holding any
methods valid, they were attempting, through
military blocs contrary to the spirit and the letter
of the United Nations Charter, to achieve the
aims of their imperialistic policies, while pro
claiming with exaggerated eloquence their fidelity
to the principles of international co-operation and,
recalling that they had supported those principles
during the war.
20. But, since the truth must be faced, it must
be asked whether, during the war, the four great
Powers had honestly practised the principle of
loyal collaboration, whether they had intended to
observe it in peacetime?

21.' While the peoples of Europe, and especially
the Polish people, had been conducting a bloody
war against the occupying forces and while the
heroic armies of the Soviet Union had beende
fending Stalingrad and preparing the victorious
offensive which was to culminate in the conquest
of Berlin, the view had been expressed that there
was no need to hurry, that it would be better to
wait until the peoples of the USSR were bled
white so that the USSR would emerge weakened
from the war. Only a few weeks previously, dur
ing the session of the so-called Council of Europe
at Strasbourg one of the British delegates. Mr.
Macmillan, had made public a memorandum
written in 1942, by Mr. Churchill dealing with
the organization of post-war Europe. Even then
Mr. Churchill had been elaborating plans to iso
late the Soviet Union and to drive that country
out of Europe. In that memorandum he had used
the expression "Soviet barbarism" in referring
to the ally to which the United Kingdom owed so
deep a debt of gratitude

22. Mr. Churchill was not the only one who had
acted in that way. In the United States, important
groups had made no secret of their intention of
embarking on a struggle against the Soviet Union
after the victory over Germany. .

23. It was of them that Harry Hopkins, Presi
dent Roosevelt's chief adviser and intimate friend,
had written in his memoirs that they constituted a
small, vociferous minority which took advantage
of every rift between the United States and the
USSR to make trouble between the two coun
tries. And Mr. Hopkins had added that no Gov
ernment worth its salt would ever permit that
group to influence its. policy.
24. Nevertheless, that was what had happened.
The fact that, during the war, the alliance had
withstood all trials, was due to the determined
stand of the working classes of the entire world
not only against ,Hitlerism but also against the
anti-Soviet tendencies of Mr. Churchill and his
followers; it was also due to the honest and
straight-forward policy of the Soviet Union.

25., While Mr. Churchill had been writing his
anti-Soviet memorandum, Generalissimo Stalin, in
the speech he had made on 6 November 1942 to
mark the twenty-fifth anniversary of the October
Revolution, had spoken of the common pro
gramme of the coalition. between the United
Kingdom, the Soviet Union and the United
States for the war and the post-war period.
26. The war had been won thanks 'to· the firm
and fighting attitude, and to the spirit of sacrifice
and heroism, of the masses of all the United
Nations; thanks also to the wise, and far-seeing

policy of 'the USSR Government, which, admitted
compromises but was inflexible when necessary.
27. The policies of the peace-lovingnations, with
the Soviet Union at their head, would undoubtedly
be able to counteract the plans of those who
dreamt of world war as a means of increasing
their profits and extending their domination. In
the struggle for peace, the previous year had
brought considerable successes. The forces op
posed to war were growing rapidly. After the
Wroclaw congress, the masses of the whole world
had forcefully protested against war-mongering
at the Paris and Prague peace congresses, at na
tional peace conferences in the United States, in
the United Kingdom, Canada, Hungary, Belgium,
Romania, Japan, Brazil and Mexico, and at the
anti-war congresses organized in Germany on 1
September. They had thus demonstrated not only
their fear of war, ,to which the Secretary-General
referred, but also their inflexible will to fight for
peace.

28. There were some in the Assembly who con
sidered those demonstrations as the expression of
a particular political tendency. That was an obvi
ous error which proved to what extent those men
were estranged from the masses and how indif
ferent they were to the cares, sorrows, and real
aspirations of those masses.
29. The peoples of the world desired peace. That
was the aim which united them. The enthusiasm
with which they had hailed the creation of the
United Nations and the confidence which they
placed in it resulted from the wish to avoid fur
ther carnage. They would judge the usefulness
and importance of its work solely on what it was
able to do and what it intended to do for peace.
30. At the same time as the broad masses were
waging a struggle for peace, the oppressed nations
were battling successfully for their freedom in
Asia and in other regions. The Secretary-General
had correctly emphasized in his report that the
days of dependency or inferior status were fast
coming to an end in Asia.
31. An impressive instance of that process was
the case of China. which had forever banished
foreign exploitation and influence' from its terri
tory. Each people which liberated itself from the
yoke of imperialism weakened the bloc which
sought war and strengthened the ranks which
sought peace, because it eliminated the very.
sources of conflict which resulted from imperial
istic tendencies. .
32. Again, the cause of peace was advanced by
the strengthening of friendly co-operation within
the group of countries comprising the USSR and
the peoples' democracies. That was an example of
co-operation between a great Power and smaller
States, an example of mutual aid which increased
the political and economic strength and reinforced
the sovereignty. of the smaller State. That ex
ample was all the more striking since the world
was confronted with the picture of the foreign
policy of other great Powers which, when they
referred to aid or collaboration, meant the sub-:
ordination of the weaker country to the more
powerful.
33. The relations between the countries of, east- .
ern Europe were completely different from those
which .had ,prevailed in the pre-war period, when'
they had harboured the germs of many conflicts.'
That period was gone forever. Eastern Europe,
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tions Charter and of the elementary'principles of
interna~ional morality.
40. There were other champions of that moral
ity, who did not 'hesitate to misuse the religious be
liefs and sentiments of the faithful for ends which
were essentially incompatible with all the com
mandments of religion, by giving their blessing
to. the warmongers, while censuring men of good
WIll and good faith who were engaged in the
reconstruction of their devastated countries.

41. In referring to the current problems of in
ternational policy, it was impossible to omit men
tion of the central problem of the liquidation of
the consequences of war in Europe, namely, the
German question. Mr. Wierblowski did not pro
pose to enter into a thorough discussion of the
German question in the forum of the United Na
tions, since, as was generally known, that was a
question for which the Council of Foreign Min
isters was alone competent. The German question,
however, provided the most glaring example cif
arbitrary decisions, of the violation of operative
international treaties and of the creation of a
sphere of influence, exclusively reserved to a
single Power and serving 'that Power's political,
military and economic ends.

42. In violation of the Potsdam decisions on the
democratization and demilitarization of Germany,
Nazi, chauvinist and revisionist elements were
coming to power in Germany under the protection
of the local occupation authorities. Poland was
disturbed at the growth of fascist influence in the
public life of the western zones. The reconstruc
tion of Germany's war potential by neo-Nazi ele
ments was in full swing with the support of the
western Powers. Without reference to the Ger
man people, a mutilated State was being estab
lished in western Germany and democratic and
peace-loving elements were being intimidated or
persecuted.
43. That artificial creation represented a threat
and not to Germany's neighbours only. Weste~
Germany might in future threaten its creators and
protectors, .

44, In the name of the Polish Government and
people, Mr. Wierblowski denounced the Powers
which, being Members of the United Nations,
tolerated and encouraged revisionist provocateurs
in the western occupation zones of Germany.

45. The situation in the Soviet zone of occupa
tion was very different. The course of events in
the eastern part of Germany proved that' it was
possible to settle the Ge).'111an problem along demo
cratic lines on one condition, namely, that the
occupation authorities, wishing to create a -single
and democratic German State, carried out a'dear
sighted and consistent policy. The development of
democratic institutions in that State would create
conditions favourable to the stabilization ofpeace
ful relations and 'to the restoration of normal rela
tions with other nations. The unity of, a 'Germany
built on such democratic principles would open
the. road to a stabilization ofpeaceful relations-in
Europe.
46. The Polish Government expres5ingits
peaceful aspirations and desiring above all the' es
tablishment of normal relations with its immediate
neighbour to the west, had repeatedly and con
structively defined its attitude towards militant'
German democracy and towards the future demo
cratic German State, built on a jl1!5t peace treaty.
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which had suffered terrible losses in the struggle
against hitlerism and fascism, was contributing
immensely to the peaceful evolution of mankind.

34. During the past year, those who were bent
on unleashing a new war had made feverish at
temps to consolidate their forces.

35. It was with that purpose that the heads of
the General Staffs of the United States Armed
Forces had visited all the countries of "Mar
shallized" Europe. Secret councils had been held,
and strategic bases throughout the whole world
had been created, thousands of miles distant from
the United States. The war potential of western
Germany and Japan was being rebuilt. The West
ern Union had been organized. The North Atlan
tice Treaty had been signed. That treaty which
was manifestly contrary to Articles 51 and 53 of
the Charter, as well as to the principles of col
lective security. It was a treaty which created an
aggressive bloc, established the sphere of influ
ence of a single Power, and prepared the way for
a new armaments race. No skilful playing with
words could conceal its real meaning.

36. All those facts provided indisputable proof
of the aggressive plans of those who, during the
same period, had obstructed the disarmament ne
gotiations and proposals and had prevented the
prohibition of the atomic weapon and other means
of mass destruction. The Secretary-General was
right to warn that a new and terrible world war,
conducted with .the means currently available,
could not be avoided by any arrangement which
left out any of the great Powers, and that it was
necessary that the peoples of the world should
face those facts.

~7. The previous year had been marked by in
creased interference in the domestic affairs of
several States and by open attacks on the principle
of national sovereignty. The ideological justifica
tion of the United States policy of expansion had
found its expression in the organization of so
called European Councils, in idle statements con
cerning' a world government, in the declarations
of statesmen who emphasized the providential role
of the United States, the country to which God
had supposedly assigned the direction of the
world and the mission of teaching men the Amer-
ican way of life. .

38. The proposal for the inclusion in the ag-enda
of the Assembly, in contradiction of every nrin
cinle of the United Nations Charter and' of thp
neace treaties. the item dealing- with the so-called
defence of relizious freedom in Bulgaria. Hun
!"ary and Romania constituted such an attack on
thp. national sovereignty of small countries. Not
"'11v had those countries not been allowed to hp
cO?1e Members of the Organization, but a cam
naign of slander had been unleashed against them.
39. It could hardly be maintained that such ac
tivities served to strengthen the United Nations.
And what should be said of the. actions of one
of the great Powers, which held a prominent.posi
tion in the United Nations, when It set up a body
such as that known as the Committee for Free
Europe, which openly engaged in sabotage, diver
sion andespionage ,and which fomented disturb
anc~s in the territory of other Members of the .
ymted Nations; and when it offered such experts
In u.nderground activities-c-apart from a reward in
pOllars-entry visas to the, United States? It was

"tn fact an-overt violation both of the United Na-
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The Polish Government was putting that policy
into effect by developing its economic relations
with Germany, and especially with the Soviet
zone. The economic relations which were being
developed by Poland with the eastern part of
Germany bore evidence of the fact that the
strengthening of democratic forces in Germany
was conducive to the normalization of Germany's
relations with neighbouring countries.
47. The climax of the pernicious policy which
the western Powers were conducting in Germany
had been the elections to the so-called Bonn Par
liament. The result of those elections was very
disturbing to progressive elements throughout the
world. People linked with the Nazi movement,
living symbols of the reviving German fascism,
had emerged as leaders of the so-called State of
western Germany.
48. The representative of France, Mr. Schuman,
had devoted a considerable part of his speech
(225th meeting) to the German question. It was
in no way surprising that the representative of a
State which had so often been the object of Ger
man aggression should pay a great deal of atten
tion to the question; one of the most important to
French policy.
49. Mr. Schuman had described the work car
ried out by the western Powers in the western
zones of Germany as an experiment, adding that
the rate of further development would depend on
the results of that experiment. If Mr. Schuman
had spoken before the inauguration of the so
called Parliament of Bonn and before the creation
of the so-called Government of western Germany,
he might have been said to be suffering from
political shortsightedness. But it was sheer polit
ical blindness to speak of an experiment after Mr.
Schumacher himself had stated that the Parlia
ment of Bonn was swarming- with Nazi support
ers, after Heuss, a former Nazi sympathizer, had
been elected President, after Kopf, a war crim
inal, had become a member of the Government
and after Chancellor Adenauer had expressed dis
tinctly revisionist. theories. The Polish delegation
did not believe that the French people, who had
fought so heroically against the Nazi occupation,
were as unperturbed about the German question
as the leader of the French delegation. Ten years
after the outbreak of the war, Poland wished to
issue a fresh warning against that policy. .
'50. In economic questions, the events which had
taken place during the past year had shown that
Poland's forecasts had been correct. There was no
doubt that during- that period, particularly in. the
second part of the year, the capitalist countries
had shown ever stronger signs of crisis. Neither
the world economic survey" nor the report of the
Economic Commission for Europe" had been able
to ignore that fact.
51. The economic position of the capitalist coun
tries was characterized by the weakening of eco
nomic development and, during the second part

.of the period, the cessation or decline of the de
velopment j;)f: production, notwithstanding the fact
that in a number of countries the scars of the
destruction wreaked by the war had not yet been
obliterated and the standards of . living had not
yet reached their pre-war level. Although there
was still a shortage of food, some countries were
reducing the. area under crops er the production

,,--.. - '.,". "

1 See World ECi'Jllomic Report 1948: United Nations
Put>li~atiqns j Sales No., 1949.II.C.3.

of agricultural machinery and tractors. Less in
dustrial equipment was being produced despite
the fact that machines were wearing out and that
there were large export potentialities.
52. Rising unemployment and the lowering of
the standards of livir.'g' of the masses of the peo
ple were related to the decline in production and
the growing crisis in the capitalistic countries.
The Polish delegation would make a full state
ment on its attitude to the causes of unemploy
ment and the means of remedying, at any rate in
part, that calamity which was inherent in the
capitalistic economic system, when the agenda
item referring to that question was discussed.
53. The rise in unemployment in the countries
of western Europe and the United States could
not be questioned. It was mentioned in all the
economic publications of the United Nations Sec
retariat. It was regrettable, however, that those
publications did not give sufficient prominence to
the extent of the complications which resulted for
western Europe from its ever growing submission
to the United States and that they did not state
clearly that the world was faced with that aspect
of the Marshall Plan which had rightly been called
the export of unemployment.
54. . Mr. Wierblowski noted with surprise that
the Secretary-General's report did not contrast the
grim situation in the capitalistic countries with
the economic success achieved by Poland, the
other peoples' democracies and the Soviet Union.
55. Even though that part of Europe had suf
rered the greatest destruction, those countries
were making the most rapid strides in develop
ment. Poland had succeeded in abolishing unern-

. ployment which before the war had been so dis
astrous for the working classes. The standard of
living of the working classes was steadily rising,
as wages were increasing while prices remained
stable. The position of the farming population
had definitely improved.
56. In comparison with 1937, employment fig
ures had risen by 40 per cent and industrial pro
duction had increased by more than 70 per cent.
The Polish mining industry was working not only
for the home market but was meeting the needs
of other European countries. The production of
the mining and power industry, during the first
six months of 1949, had increased by 11 per cent
over the corresponding period in 1948. The pro
duction of heavy industry, which was the basis of
Poland's future development, was constantly in
creasing. During the first six months of 1949,
Polish heavy industry production had increased .
by 25 per cent over the corresponding period in
1948. The increase in the food industry during
the same period had been 24 per cent, and light
industry had increased by 31 per' cent.
57. Those few significant figures clearly showed
how the economy of a country which had suc
ceeded in making itself independent of the crises
inherent in the capitalistic economy was devel
oping.
58. Those results had obviously not been
achieved on a basis of economic self-sufficiency.
Precisely because Poland had strengthened its
economic ties with the other peoples' democracies
and especially with the. USSR, which had ren
dered it great help, it had been able to set up a

: See Official Records o/the Economic and Social
Council, Fourth Year, Ninth Session, Supplement No, 1~.
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materials to great monopolies. Those were the
reservations that Poland felt obliged to make.

64. That analysis should make it easy to define
the part of the United Nations, towards which
the hopes of all humanity had been directed since
its establishment. In previous years there had
been certain tendencies W transform the Organ
ization into an instrument of the Anglo-American
bloc, into a voting machine, an inert, ignored and
abandoned institution. It was only thanks to the
will for peace and the vigilance of the peoples,
and thanks to the firm attitude of the peace-loving
States, that that plan had not been put into effect.

65. Mr. Wierblowski was obliged to note with
regret, however, the great harm done to the au
thority of the United Nations, and the fact that
the United Nations had given very little aid to
those States which were seeking to enable it to
play an active part in the world and to uphold its
prestige.
66. It was to be hoped that the sound view ex
pressed in the Secretary-General's latest report
regarding the necessity for unanimous action by
the great Powers, as well as the critical passages
which dealt with the attempts to isolate one great
Power, would become the starting point of more
vigorous action by the United Nations in the
service of peace and progress. The Organization
should see that the spirit of the Charter was ob
served, and should prevent the creation of illegal
commissions, such as the United Nations Special
Committee en the Balkans and the United Nations
Commission on Korea, or of bodies such as the
Interim Committee of the General Assembly. The
Organization should take care that, even in ques
tions of minor importance, it should not become
the instrument of a temporary and mechanical
majority and should firmly reject all attacks on
its authority or on the authority of its most im
portant organ, the Security Council.
67. Speaking from that rostrum, the representa
tives of several States had given assurances of
their will "for peace. Nevertheless, no great Power,
with the exception of the USSR, had voiced any
cl~ar or concrete proposal for the improvement
of the existing situation. The representative of .
the Soviet Union had been the only one to submit
to the General Assembly proposals (226th meet
ing) that would give the United Nations new
possibilities.
68. Those proposals condemned the preparations
for war that were being carried on, especially in
the United States and the United Kingdom. They
recommended the prohibition of atomic weapons
and other means of mass destruction, the use of
which was incompatible with the conscience and
honour of nations and their membership of the
international community. They called upon allna
tions to settle their disputes by peaceful methods.
They recommended that the General Assembly
should appeal to the great Powers which bore the
primary responsibility for the maintenance of
peace and international security to unite their.'
efforts and conclude amongst themselves a pact
for the strengthening of peace. In the existing
situation, which was tense and clouded by the
threat of war, the USSR proposals could not be
considered otherwise than asa concrete and con
structive step of great importance. That was the
kind of decision that the weary peoples and the
working classes of the world expected from the
United Nations. They greeted the USSR pro-
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. system of mutual economic assistance. T~at.co
operation had taken the form of an organization,
the Council for Mutual Economic Assistanc~.
That organization was an example of economic
co-operation based on absolute equality and the
absence of all political pressure. It was the exact
opposite of the theory and practice of the Mar
shall Plan, the aim of which was the economic
conquest of Europe.
59. Poland was ready, moreover, to develop,.and
was, indeed, developing, its economic rc1a!lonS
with all the countries in the world on a baSIS of
complete equality and mutual profit. Poland re
jected any effort.at discrimination and would ?,ot
tolerate the imposition of conditions incompatible
with the trend of development of its national
economy. On that basis' it was ready to develop
further its economic exchanges with the western
European countries.
60. If, in spite of that, there were no signs that
the western European countries wished to develop
exchanges with the peoples' democracies ~d tJ1e
Soviet Union that circumstance must primarily
be attributed to the general political attit~~e of the
Power which was currently determining the
trends of economic policy with respect to the west
ern European countries. ~visible sign of that
trend was to be seen in the export quotas and the
black-listing of goods destined for eastern Eu
rope. That trend ran counter to the vital interests
of the western European countries and for that
reason it might be hoped that economic wisdom
would prevail.
61. Unfortunately, only a few days previously,
those vital interests, and more specifically those
of western Europe, had again been injured by an
enforced devaluation of currencies. That action
constituted an attempt to create conditions under
which one single currency would dominate the
economic life of a large part of the world. That
would obviously facilitate the economic penetra
tion of American monopolies into the economic
life of those countries by making them even more
dependent upon the United States. It was obvious
that one of the principal aims of that manoeuvre
was to place the burden of the crisis on the wor~
ing masses and to lower their real wages and their
standards of living.
62. Mr. Wierblowski wished to say a few words
on the problem of assistance to economically
backward countries. It was obvious that Poland
fully supported the idea of the economic develop
ment of those countries. The Polish delegation
continued to hold the views it had expressed dur- •
ing the discussions on the problem as a whole at'
the ninth session of the Economic and Social
Council held that summer in Geneva. Such action,
however, carried with it the danger of violation
of the national sovereignty of economically under
developed countries, and the danger of. the sub
ordinating their interests to those of big capital.
Poland would obviously oppose tendencies of that
kind. It considered it essential that guarantees for
the preservation of the sovereignty of those coun
tries should be given and assurances offered that
the aid would take into account their development
and their economic needs. .
63. In no circumstances, therefore, must those
countries be turned into areas for the expansion
of capital which would' arrest and distort their de
velopment. Aid to those countries should in no
case transform them into bases supplying raw
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structive solutions could be reached. Men of good
will, the plain people who longed for peace, had
welcomed with great relief the decisions taken by
the Council at its recent meeting in Paris. .It
seemed that their faith had been justified. But
the warmongers had wasted no time in taking
their revenge and had sought to destroy the re
suits of the Paris meeting of the four great
Powers. The workers of the world, however,
would not keep silent. The future lay in their
hands. It was they who would shape the progress
of history. They were determined that there
should be no more war. Ten years after the mili
tary attack on Poland, in the month which marked
the anniversary of the beginning of the Second
World War, the whole .Polish people took its
stand in the forefront of those who were striving
to banish forever the spectre of war and to estab
lish peace.
75. Mr. SANTA CRUZ (Chile) began by saying
that the greatest concern of the General Assembly
was to see whether the United Nations still en
joyed the faith and confidence of all the nations.
Referring to the Secretary-General's annual re
port, he said that it could be gathered from that
document that the life of the Organization had
not reached the pace foreseen in San Francisco,
and that its results did not fulfil the hopes born
on that occasion, although the year which had
passed since the preceding session of the General
Assemblv had been. in the words of the Secre
tary-General, on me whole, a year of progress
towards a more peaceful world.
76. What San Francisco had promised the world
was a change of outlook, a change which origi-

, nated in the sorrow and suffering of millions of
human beings. With due regard for the sover
eignty of nations and for .the free self-determina
tion of peoples, a feeling of international
responsibility for the safeguarding of world
peace and security had been fostered. Moreover,
a causal connexion between the progressive im
provement of the standards of living of human
beings and the gradual elemination of the deep
rooted causes of conflict had been explicitly
recognized.
77. If the Assembly analyzed the world situa
tion, keeping in mind such principles, it would
have to admit that those fundamental ideas which
inspired the United Nations were making head
way among the nations against great difficulties.
Such international feeling was evident in the
stages which had led to the formation of the
Council of Europe-i-a step taken by the western
European countries to pool their resources, co
ordinate their plans and achieve their goal of
political unity. That was a striking event of
modem times. After repeated efforts towards uni
fication in the course of its history, Europe was
seeking unity on a democratic basis, respecting
forms' of government and ideological and religious
tendencies. That was one of the finest experi
ments in the history of the West and an invalu
able lesson for the rest of the world.
78. Referring to the execution of the agree
ments to the New Delhi Conference, Mr. Santa
Cruz stated that the new countries. of Asia were
proving to the world that in history, which de
termined universal destinies, more than one con
tinent: counted, and that the countries of Asia
were capable of influencing the structure of the
world of the future. As the 'Secretary-General's

posals-with joy and hope. They believed that their
adoption by .the General Assembly would
strengthen the United Nations and the cause of
those who were fighting for peace throughout the
world, and would lead to a real improvement in
the situation.
69. The people and the Government of the Pol
ish Republic were in entire agreement with the
USSR proposals and asked the Assembly to adopt
them unanimously.
70. Poland had already shown on more than one
occasion its constructive attitude towards the
United Nations, not only by words, but also by
deeds. Poland's foreign policy had no end in view
save that of peaceful collaboration among peoples
and the consolidation of the forces of progress.
That was the end to which were directed all the
alliances and treaties signed by the Polish Gov
ernment, treaties which, in conformity with the
Charter, were registered with the United Nations.
Poland was taking part ~n none of the aggressive
blocs organized under the guise of regionalism.
Poland opposed, and would continue resolutely to
oppose, the armaments race, the criminal and de
structive atomic bomb,' and bacteriological war
fare. It looked with sympathy and comprehension
upon any movement for national liberation' and
any struggle for freedom and independence
against oppression and slavery.
71. Poland demanded a democratic peace for the
peoples of Greece, Indonesia, Viet-Nam and other
countries struggling for national liberation and
democracy. It considered that the first necessary
step in that direction was the withdrawal of the
armies of intervention, those of LIte United States,
the United Kingdom, France and the Netherlands.
P .and also looked with sympathy on other peo
ples which were trying to shake off the yoke of
servitude. The Polish delegation could never ac
quiesce in that act of violence perpetrated before
the eyes of the whole world-the annexation of
South West Africa by the Union of South Africa.
The welfare of populations and their right to self
determination would alone guide the decisions of
the Polish delegation in that matter. That was
equally true of the problem of the future of the
former Italian colonies.
72. Poland would oppose any attempt at dis
crimination in questions regarding the admission
of new Members to the United Nations. It would
defend freedom of conscienceagainst any attempt
to exploit religious feelings for obscure political
ends. In Poland, a peoples' democracy, religious
beliefs were considered the personal affair of each
individual.
73. An atmosphere of war hysteria. was pervad
ing certain countries. That atmosphere was influ
encing the manner in which current international
problems were being treated. It was producing
conflicts, and hanging heavily over the delibera
tions of the Organization. It was distorting every
thing and leading to a situation where, in ari arti
ficially created fog, shadows assumed in the
minds of those.who suffered from such war hys
teria, the proportions of great and real dangers.
74. The possibilities of easing the tension in ti;
international situation and the growing promise
of co-operation between nations still existed as
they had in the past. Two differentpolitical and
economic systems could quite well exist side by
side and work together in peace. The exam.ple of
the' Council and Foreign Ministers had proved
conclusively that, with a little good will, con-
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the most solid and respected guarantees of demo
cratic co-operation in the world.
85: The case of the United Kingdom once
again emphasized the contradictions in the recon
struction of areas directly affected by the war and
in the economic development of backward regions
in a world which only recently had begun to speak
and to understand the language of international
co-operation. The under-developed countries had
recently suffered the impact of international eco-
nomic disorder; they had seen their national re
sources seriously depleted and their low standard.
of living reduced even further, because of the
drop in the price of certain basic products.
86. Nevertheless, it was necessary to record the
progress achieved in international co-operation
for the economic development of under-developed
areas. Mr. Santa Cruz referred in that connexion
to point four of the programme of the President
of the United States; to the plans for technical
assistance which had been drafted as a result of
that programme; and to the activities of the Inter
national Bank and the Export-Import Bank of
the United States. Such action indicated that gov
ernment leaders had become aware that inter
national economic co-operation was a collective
obligation deriving from the Charter itself and
from the realities of the economic situation.
87. In order to avoid betrayal of the spirit 'of
the United Nations Charter, one of the indispens
able conditions was to demand a kind of economic
development aimed at obtaining a better standard
of living for those peoples. Referring in particu
lar to the African continent, Mr. Santa Cruz said
that plans were being discussed to invest large
amounts of capital. there in order to utilize that
continent's natural resources. Such a programme
merited praise, on the condition that it was car
ried out with the due regard for human and uni
versal factors which must characterize any plans
for development.
88. The head of the Chilean delegation then
mentioned the work of mediation accomplished by
the United Nations in Palestine, Kashmir and
Indonesia. Other attempts which the Organization
had made to intervene had been paralysed by the
abuse of the privilege of the veto, or had proved
ineffective simply because of the persistent re
fusal of some countries to carry out the resolu
tions of the General Assembly. That had hap
pened in the case of Korea and Greece, and as in
the case of the recommendation contained in reso
lution 285 (Ill) of 25 April 1949 to the effect
that the Soviet Union should permit Soviet
Women marriedto foreigners to leave the country..
89. The struggle for peac~ could not be. con
fined to the defence of the 'structure which had
been' designed to maintain it; it should also be
extended to safeguard and propagate the idea
which had given it birth.
90. Referring to the former Italian colonies, Mr.
Santa Cruz expressed the hope that the fate of
those territories would be settled in the course of
that session. Libya, Eritrea and former Italian.

. Somaliland were still awaiting a solution. which
would give them a definitive status. The Chilean.
delegation did not want the future of those. col
onies .to be linked to that of s0111e Non-Self-Gov
erning Territories where, in spite of the efforts
of theTrusteeship Council, the standard of living
of the population 'was .incompatiblewith any-con
cept of justice and humanity.
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report stated, those same principles, applied by
the United Nations, had won for the United Na
tions a great victory, namely, peace in the Middle
East.
79. He went on to speak of the Kashmir dispute
and the ideas expressed at the beginning of the
debate by the representative of India (222nd
meeting), and said that the reiterated assurances
that India was determined .to find a peaceful' solu
tion were important guarantees for those who
hoped that nothing would separate nations which
were to share a noble and historic destiny. '

. 80. The Assembly had to contrast those suc
cesses in the political field, and the partial solu
tion of the Berlin conflict, with new and extremely
serious situations which proved that in other re
spects the spirit of San Francisco had been dis
regarded and even deliberately violated.
81. Part of the territory of China was occupied
by military forces engaged in a movement of ex
pansion which ran counter .to all the principles of
the United Nations. Part of that nation, compris
ing millions of human beings, would therefore
remain isolated from any idea of international
co-operation. The leaders of that movement, the
invaders, were boasting at that very moment of
putting into action a policy of defiance and hatred.
Upon reading the statements of Mao Tze-tung,
one was conscious of a great defeat of the prin
ciples of the Charter. The danger which hovered
over all Asia could not be ignored if world peace
was still regarded as one and indivisible. The
participation of the USSR in those events, which
had been denounced by the representative of
China (223rd meeting), showed the tragic seri
ousness of the situation.
82. Nor could the General Assembly ignore the
existence of a, new element of conflict, the effects
of which could not be foreseen. A nation, a Mem
ber of the United Nations, was being subjected to
economic, political and ideological aggression on
the part of a great Power and a group of its
satellites solely because it had not complied with
orders detrimental to its own interests. While the
Charter adopted in San Francisco promised a
world of peaceful collaboration among nations..
the Soviet Union was promoting a red crusade
intended to subjugate to its will the external and
internal affairs of a sovereign state, Yugoslavia.
What should really alarm the United Nations,
however, was the will to' bridge that ideological
-schism by violence, and the hatefully imperialistic
nature of such an attitude, an attitude which re
called that of Nazism and was thus a flagrant
threat to the peace. .
83. Mr. Santa Cruz said that the peace offer
made the previous day (226th meeting) by the
USSR. representative was profoundly ironic. The
Soviet Union spoke of peace at the very moment
when Moscow was calling for aggression against.
Yugoslavia and the formation of a Government
subservient to its wishes, and at the very moment

, when it was concluding its work in China.

84. The leader of the Chilean delegation de
scribed the Marshall Plan as a typical and effec
tiveexample of a sense of collective responsibility.
Referring to the financial problems besetting the
United Kingdom, which kept the democratic na
tions ina stateof uneasiness, he said that every
thing which weakened and jeopardized the stabil
ity of the United Kingdom weakened and jeopar
dized the peace, because that country was one of
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91. There were even some nations which re
fused to co-operate with the United Nations and 
which boasted of having established discrimina
tory regimes on the African continent. 
92. The activities of the regional commissions · 
and of some of the functional commissions of the 
Economic and Social Council deserved special 
mention that year. The preparation of the pro
gramme of technical assistance was one of the 
most important steps ever taken by the United 
Nations. Technical assistance would be eminently 
useful and, in addition, would create the proper 
atmosphere for a new international concept which, 
if applied to finance and to all other forms of 
co-operation, would put to the test the effective
ness of the United Nations and the spirit of its 
Charter. President Truman's announcement that 
the United States Government, by financial and 
technical assistance, would make a major contri
bution to the execution of the programme, was 
in harmony with the new sense of international 
solidarity and co-operation. 

93. The programme of technical assistance took 
into consideration the need for adequate co-ordi
nation of all organs called upon to participate in 
its execution, and the Chilean delegation hoped 
that the General Assembly would approve that 
programme at its ·current session. 

94. Chile shared the concern expressed by the 
Brazilian delegation (222nd meeting) 'at the in
creasing number of organs set up by the United 
Nations, and at the excessive costs which the ex
isting structure of international life was forcing 
on the nations. Chile was prepared to support any 
proposal aimed at ensuring efficient co-ordination 
of the work of the United Nations and its spe
. cialized agencies and elimination of superfluous 
activities. The specialized agencies should, in their 
own interests, collaborate in that task. The Chil
ean delegation was in favour of reducing some 
administrative expenditures. · 
95. Chile realized that peace was an international 
responsibility and that war was indivisible ; hence 
Chile associated itself with all the stipulations of 
the Charter adopted in San Francisco. 
96. Great efforts were being made to spread the 
democratic idea in all Latin-American countries. 
The difficulties were tremendous for manifold 
reasons. Although certain facts might make it 
difficult to form a true idea of the_ spiritual and 
ideological conditions in that part of the hemis
phere, it must be recognized that faith in democ
racy had become much stronger. 

97. Mr. Santa Cruz recalled the recent s~ 
ment (222nd meeting) of Mr. Dean Acheson, 
United States Secretary of State, to the effect that 
the United States always deplored the action of 
any group in substituting its judgment for that of 
the electorate, and that it especially deplored the 
overthrow by force of a freely -elected Govern
ment. The same was true of the countries of 
Latin America, which rejected all forms of to
talitarianism and, in their different ways, were all 
moving towards the democratic system as the only 
permanent form of government. That had been 
shown by the victory of the Government and peo-

. ple of Bolivia over · a fascist uprising, a victory 
that filled all democratic Governments and peoples 
of Latin America with joy. 
98. The American nations were making tremen
dous efforts to diversify their economies, indus-

trialize their production, and protect themselves 
from the international economic dislocation. Much 
remained to be done in Latin America, and the 
United Nations would have the opportunity to 
assist in that effort _.through the programme of 
technical assistance. The International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development and the Inter
national _ Monetary Fund had understood the 
peculiar situation in that part of the American 
continent, and a more progressive spirit was guid
ing .their decisions: The great economic centres of 
the world which had obtained so much from Latin 
America had the historic opportunity to co-oper
ate in the creation of wealth, in compensation for 
the riches extracted in the past. The Chilean dele
gation believed that such a sense of responsibility 
towards economically weak nations, a direct and 
authentic product of the _ spirit of the Charter, 
would prevail in those who were directing world 
economy. 

99. Sir Mohammad ZAFRULLA Khan (Pakistan) 
stated that the Assembly was fortunate in having 
elected as its President an international person
ality who, through his courage, vision and lofty 
eloquence, had on all occasions emphasized and 
lent much needed support to the principles and 
the purposes of the Charter of the United Na
tions. The courtesy, skill and speed with which he 
had conducted .the proceedings and guided the 
deliberations of the Ad Hoc Political Committee 
during the third session were guarantees that the 
work of the Assembly during the current session 
would proceed to its conclusion smoothly and 
speedily. General R6mulo's election to the high 

. office of President of the Assembly was a matter 
of deep gratification to the Pakisfan delegation, 
and to Sir Mohammad Zafrulla Khan personally . 
Both General R6mulo and the Assembly were to 
b!! congratulated on the happy choice._ 
100. The .year that had elapsed had marked a 
great advance in the achievements of the United 
Nations in the economic, social and humanitarian 
fields. 
101. The project of economic aid to under-devel
oped countries was of particular interest to Pakis
tan, which was glad to accord it its general 
approval and support. Pakistan looked forward, 
during the course of the current session, to mak
ing its due contribution to the shaping and 
formulation of the ·project, and later to its imple
mentation. The project betokened further recog
nition of the reality that not only peace and 
security but also the welfare and prosperity of 
mankind, in all their aspects, were interdependent 
and indivisible ; that, in fact, mankind was fast 
becoming one family and must learn to live to
gether in peace and beneficent co-operation, or 
perish. Indeed, that fact was expressly recognized 
in the Charter itself, which, in its Preamble, de
clared that the peoples of the United Nations 
were determined to practise tolerance and to live · 
together in peace with one another as good neigh
bours, so as to save succeeding generations from 
the scourge of war, and also that, to the same 
end, they were determined to employ international 
machinery for the promotion of .the economic and . 
social advancement of all peoples. The project of 
economic aid to under-developed countries was_; 
only one practical expression of that determin-
ation. · 

102. The Pakistan delegation regretted -that it 
was unable to express the same degree of satis-
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who had already been nominated by=the parties
as the Plebiscite Administrator. The Commission
had proposed that the parties should agree to ac
cept the decision of Admiral Nimitz OIl the dis
puted matters relating to the truce.

107. One of the matters in dispute between the
parties was whether a certain question was to be
determined at the truce stage or whether, under
th.jresolutlons of the Commission accepted by.the
parties and under the clarifications given by the
Commission, it could be dealt with only during .the
period of the organization of the plebiscite which
was to follow the truce. India's contention was
that the matter must be determined as part of the
truce agreement. Pakistan contended that it could
be determined only during the plebiscite stage,
when it would have to be.synchronized with other
related questions. The Indian representative .had
contended that, though arbitration was one of the
methods of peaceful settlement enjoined by the
Charter, India was unable to accept the Com
mission's proposal for arbitration in that case,
since the issues to be decided had not been clearly
defined, The fallacy underlying that statement was
that one of the questions to be determined by the
arbitrator ~as whe~her_t~~ issue thaf~\e In~ian
representative had m, mina. was to be dejermined
at that stage or whether it ,~ame witpinf(the cate
gory of those to be determined at the next stage.
That being the case, it wa~'bbviously for the
arbitrator to determine wheth-;;~":;()n the basis of
the terms of the resolutions of 'the. Commission
accepted by both .parties at1'd \llie clarification of
thoseresolutirijns furnished by"the Commission to
the parties,the issue must-be determined at that
stage or ,,await determination at the next stage. If
the arbitrator accepted the first view, he would
proceed to determine it forthwith; if he were
of the second opinion, he would so rule and the
issue would be excluded from determination at
the current stage. . ",

108. In making that aspect of, the' matter an
excuse for rejecting the proposal of the Com
mission, the Indian representative and the Indian

'Government appeared to be sheltering' behind a
position which they knew to be untenable. In-the
course of his distinguished career, the Indian tep
resentativehad occupied a high judicial position,
and had he been called upon to determine .the

, question at issue judicially, it would surely hot
have taken him more than a few minutes to Come
to the conclusion that India had advanced the
excuse merely to obstruct a. process which must
go forward speedily and must culminate in the
org-anization and holding of a fair and impartial
plebiscite at a very early date, if peace were to be
preserved .and maintained. Pakistan had found
no difficulty in ac<;~,pting lhe proposal of the
Commission that tW€'questions in dispute, relat
ing' to the settlement of, the truce, should be sub-
mitted, to .the. arbitration of the officer whom it
was proposed to appoint as arbitrator and who
had already been nominated Plebiscite Adminis
tratorv.If India were, as its representative claimed,
a loyal Member of the United Nations, anxious
for a peacefuland stable solution of the problem,
it must, as early as possible, agree to some process
which would speedily· resolve the deadlock and
enable the Plebiscite Ad1l1inistrator to organized"•.
and hold a fair and impartial plebiscite. .' " ..
.. '. ..... .'. .... .,.... . !

'to9.SirM:ohammild Zafrulla Khan proceededto. •.
draw the attentio~,of the'Assemb~y to anqther di~- ... , ••. '

g" ." .. ·tiili&ii·· ,'r 'rn I'?'''· '.
&1.1111••
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faction with the. work of the United Nations in
respect of the maintenance of international peace
and security through effective collective measures
for the prevention and removal of threats to the
peace and for the suppression of acts of aggres
sion or breaches of the peace, as provided for in
Article 1 of the Charter.
103. Addressing the Assembly during the gen
eral discussions at the first part of the third
session", he himself had drawn attention to an
instance of aggression committed by a powerful
State against a weak and peaceful neighbour
while the appeal of the latter against Lite threat
ened aggression 'had been pending and had been
under discussion by .the Security Council ~ he was
referring to the case of liyderabad. The question
was still on the agenda of the Security Council ;
it was listed as item 11 of' matters relati, It to the
maintenance of international peace and security
which were being dealt with by the Security
Council and which had been notified by the Sec
retary-General to the Assembly (A/979) under

. paragraph 2 of Article 12. It was regrettable that
the Security Council had so far not found itself
able to take any steps towards the suppression of
what undoubtedly had been and still was an act
of aggression.
104. Other questions involving threats to the
peace were before the Security Council. The
i~ro?p of questions included in item 8 of those
'notIfied by the Secretary-General, namely, the
India-Pakistan question, was of the most direct
and vital interest to Pakistan, the dispute relating
to the accession of Kashmir being the most out
standing among them. A brief reference to that
question had been made by the representative of
India, in the course of his address to the Assem- ,
bly .at the 222nd. meeting, but he had confined
himself to generalities. The dispute, however, had
dragged on through various phases for nearly
two years, and Sir Mohammad Zafrulla Khan
thought it would be appropriate, for the benefit
and information of those States Members which
were not represented on the Security Council, to
explain briefly at what stage the efforts of the
United Nations Commission for India and Pakis
tan which was seeking to bring about a settlement
had been brought to a standstill.
105. Members were aware that Pakistan and
India were agreed that the question of the ac
cession of the State of Jammu and Kashmir to
Pakistan or India should be determined on the
basis of a free and impartial plebiscite of the
people of the State. A campaign had recently been
started in the Indian Press to persuade the Gov
ernment of India to withdraw from that position.
It was to be hoped, however, that India would not
withdraw from the position which it had con
sistently held for two years.
106-. A cease-fire agreement had been brought
about through the efforts of the United Nations
Commission; The next task of the Commission

"had been to. bring about a truce agreement, and
there the Commission had been confronted with .
demands and contentioris'rwhich it had. found it
self . Unable to'. resolve 'b}; its own efforts. "The
Commission. had. therefore"proposedthat ;;ill mat
ters. of: dispute between the parties,relating to
thesettlement of the truce agreement, should be

. submitted!? the. arbitr~tionof<Ad.m~ral Nimitz,

....~.See,Offi,ciaiRecords oitM third session, of the Gen
.mzlAssembly, Part I, 14Sth .plenal·Y meeting,
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pute which .had been pending between Pakistan imperative that a speedy solution should be
and-India for nearly eighteen months and which, sought by negotiation or adjudication, Pakistan
if not peacefully settled, threatened to place the was continuing its efforts to seek a solution by
maintenance of international peace and security mutual agreement in the earnest hope that such a
in grave danger. solution, acceptable to both sides, might be
no. The dispute in question related to the ap- reached at an early date, but the matter was ur
portionment of the waters of the rivers which gent and could not be delayed longer. If a settle
had been cut across by the drawing of the bound- ment by negotiation should prove to be beyond the

, ary line between India and West Pakistan. A large reach ·of the parties, Pakistan would be willing to
) part of those waters was utilized for purposes of submit th~ dispute to the adjudication of the In

irrigation in W'est Pakistan and the States that ternation~l1 Court of Justice, as required by the
had acceded to Pakistan, and upon the continua- Charter. Indeed, it had already submitted that
tion of the supply of those waters depended not proposal .to India as an alternative in the event of
only the welfare and prosperity but even the live- a failure to reach settlement by agreement.
Iihood and existence of large sections of the peo- ItS. Pakistan's attitude in respect of both those
ple of West Pakistan, The dispute had arisen over vital and urgent matters was the clearest possible
the action of India in cutting off, in 1948, and in proof of its determination to seek a solution of
the case of one channel in August 1947, the flow all -international disputes and problems through
into Pakistan of the latter's 'share of the waters peaceful means, first by negotiation and, if that
of certain canal systems which, by the partition, should fail, through recourse to the appropriate
had become international. Previo&sly, as a Joint organs of the United Nations. If the purposes
Expert Committee on Partition had reported, of the United Nations were to be achieved
there had been no' question of varying the au- through peaceful methods, not only India,' but all
thorized shares of waterto which the two zones States, whether Members of the United Nations
and the various canals had been entitled before or not, would have to give similar proof of their
partition. anxiety that their disputes and problems should

be resolved through such means.
111. It would be readilv recognized that, owing
to the dependence of millions of people unon the 116. The most outstanding problems in the
rivets, and irrigation svsterns across which the political field with which the Assembly would
/~oHtkal,>~oundary had been drawn, the distribu- have to deal during the course of the session were
~tton of those common waters was a matter of those.relating to the former Italian colonies
vital concern. An interruotion, such as had oc- Indonesia and Palestine. The problem of Greec;

,,;curred over avear previouslv, in the flow of was happily on the way towards a solution.
'~-waters upon \\vhich essential food-growing areas

11 :-" '" 117. On the question of the former Italian colo-
of Pakistan depended, or a diminution in that nies, Pakistan -had made its point of view per
flow, or even a threat of interruption or diminu- -. fectly clear during the previous session, and to
tion. which would have .the effect of converting- that point of view it continued to adhere. Pakistan '
mimons5?f acres of fertile land into,arid wastes, maintained that a solution of that question must
cieateda situation likely to endanger the mainte- be found, as stated in annex XI to the peace
nance of international peace and security and was treaty with Italy, in the light of the wishes and
inconsistent with the obligations of membership welfare of the inhabitants of those territories and
in the United Nations. ,. ,'" the interests of peace and security, taking into
112.~:?year of negotiation had failed to accom- consideration the views of other interested Gov
plish the restoration of the flow into Pakistan" of ernments..Of all those considerations, the wishes

,one of those systems. In connexion with the re- and welfare of the inhabitants were paramount.
storation of .the flow of the others; the Govern- Human beings, whether as individuals or in
ment bf India .had asserted .the right to impose groups; could not be herded about as so' many
certain onerous conditions, Pakistan had reserved head of cattle. The Pakistan delegation would be
its rights. and the two Governments had agreed prepared to lend its,support to any proposal which
that further rneetingsbetween their represents- maintained and .gave effect to the principles. of
tives should take place. in the hope that a friendly t!te Charter and would opposeany proposed 501u-
solution would be reached. ,bon that ran contrary to them. ..

113.Those\~tneetings hadtakeri\ place, but'a sQlu- 118.. As representatives were aware, a. c(jI~fer
tiofi~had not been. reached-.In fact, the meetings ence of representatives of Indonesia" and the
had J~ailed to bring th'eviews of the parties closer Netherlands, engaged in. formulating a settle
toge';;';(er. Instead, the Government of India had mentof the Indonesian question,was sitting at

. put forward cOI1tentions that struck .atthe very The Hague, It was to.be.hoped that sucha settle
root of .Pakist~n's· right to its historic, lef!al and ment, honourable. and satisfactory . to all con
'equitable share in the common wat~rs. India had cerned, would. emerge from the discussions and
clilhhed,fhat. as an upper ripariart State, it was d£elill~ation.s offththe .coGnferenlceAintimblefortkhe ~.,
,entitledtodivert every'drop ofthe water ofthose OUIUl session o e .enera ssem y to ta e
~otnmoninternati(mal rivers to its own uses and note of it and to give it its blessing.Hby mis-

,to.dry u~altogether those areas . which had fortune,that. should not prove to be the case'ithe
'.hitherto dePElnded. upon: ,them. for 'irrigation. It matter would come up for discussion, since' it was
.should bE) noted that Pakistan .ha.d ;1lready. in,. on-the AsseU1bly'5 agendll. Pakistan's contribution
,ivestedIllillionspf dollars in•the development of t?\the discussion\V?uldbe~ased1ipon.t~~pri':l~
'th.e'·i,rrigatio.n~systell1softhose.areas. . clpl~§_J)f •the .Charter, the .outstandmgpne'm ,tha.t

°i14.. ·.The·coi'1tint.1ed..•ihterference,.·.or.~threa.to£ ~.ri.~..es,~.e.I.~~~..{.t..:..··~.. ht~~a{i.Jn..th..•.•...0.~.. p.p..~.•.i~~.If.. ~.~.. 0.. f.e.qUa..1ri.ght.s .
dI1terferettce,witltt~eflow ofthose> \Vaters'was . '. '. . ' ..••.•
sodi~ql'ietingcartd'J?regnanti w~Wdali'gertothe ··119.'The feelings'of 'thepegpleof Pakistan. and,:
maintenaJ:lce of peaceful. cortditionsa~\t~il1ake it thea~titt.1<le .of its Government in respect'Qf that'"
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matter were charged with a deep poignancy. They and to threaten peace and security. Thecomplex
would not be able either to enjoy or to appreciate ity of the human problems involved required that
to the fullest extent their own 'recently achieved they should be approached from various angles;
freedom and sovereignty until all the other na- indeed, diverse points of view and differences of
tions of South West Asia which had not yet at- approach and method were essential conditions of
tained to full freedom found themselves in similar advancement and progress and should, therefore,
case. That applied not only to Indonesia, but also be encouraged. What was needed, however, was
to Malaya, toViet-Nam and, indeed, to all the tolerance, which should provide full scope for
other countries, nations and peoples that were ideas to act and react beneficently upon each
still struggling to attain to the fullness of inde- other. .
pendence, both in the political and in the economic
spheres. . 124. Pakistan's view was that every nation must

be free to develop its social, economic and politi
120. With regard to Palestine, Pakistan's stand calsystems and institutions along the lines best
had throughout been clear and unequivocal. suited to its own needs and expressive of its
Pakistan did not depart in any way from the genius. What must be insisted upon was that no
views which had been expressed on its behalf on force, violence or coercion, organized or unorgan
that' question. In the meantime certain calamities, ized, should be permitted to be employed, either
of which Pakistan had given due and timely inside a nation or from outside, to force a people
warning, had unfortunately overtaken an unfor- to give up that-which they desired to retain or to
tunate section of the people of that unhappy land. adopt that which they were reluctant to accept.
Without prejudice to its main stand on the ques- Whatever was attempted must be undertaken
tion, Pakistan would be prepared to take note of . openly and carried out by peaceful means. If that
the exigencies of the situation and to make a con- could be accepted and put into effect on a world
tribution towards securing their redress on a fair, wide scale, the suspicions of sinister motives and
just and humanitarian basis. the fears' of secret and violent designs, which

were poisoning international reW~ions and consti
121. One of the specific questions that would tuted so grave a threat to thetnaintenance of
come under discussion was- the effective interna- peace and security, would soon be dispelled, male
tionalization of J erusaleln. To that Pakistan ing beneficent co-operation possible between
would give wholehearted support. It might be said groups of States which were divided from each
that that aspect of the larger problem of Pales- other by those suspicions and fears.
tine would be a test of the consistency and
effectiveness of .theUnited Nations. In seeking to 125. One effort that would help to clear the
carry into effect the internationalization of atmosphere would be to foster knowledge in all
Jerusalem, the United Nations was seeking spheres, to provide accurate information and to
merely to give effect to ,an important provision facilitate and promote free intercourse and inter
of the resolution which had culminated in the set- changes across national and international fron
ting up of the State of Israel. The international- tiers. The activities of the United Nations
ization of Jerusalem had been one of the prior directed towards the lowering and removal of
conditions of the creation of that State. Israel had barriers restricting the free movement of ideas,
thrown a challenge to the United Nations in re- information and individuals should be intensified,

-,,~pect pf that condition. It would be an object . since those barriers hindered better understand
lesson to the world and, indeed, might be a crucial ing and' deeper friendship between 'the nations.
test of the very justification of the continuation 126. Pakistati could be reliedup~n to give its
of the United Nations, for the Organization sue- fullest co-operation towards the achievement of-
cessfully and effectively to meet that challenge. theideals and purposes of-the UnitedNations as

set forth in the Charter.
122. "There were many other important matters
on the.agenda of the session on which he would 127. Mr. AKLILou (Ethiopia) wished to corn
not comment. An observation, however, was called ment briefly on the agenda of the fourth session
for in connexion with the Interim Committee. of the General Assembly.
That Committee had been set up with a legitimate 128. General R6mulo, President of the General
purpose as an experimental measure. Unfortu- Assembly, had expressed the hope (220th meet
nately the, experiment had not justified itself, ing) that the current session might later be called
mainly owing to the fact that a group of Member the "Peace Assembly", and it was indeed a fact
States had refused to participate in the activities that the Assembly was meeting in an atmosphere .
of the Committee. One result of that had. been of greatly relaxed tension.
that important questions, which could well have
been referred to the Committee and should 129. It should nevertheless bc}noted that among
normallyhave been so referred, had been allotted the problems before the Assembly there were
to special committees. SO that they could be dealt several which had been on its agenda for several
with by all the, MemherStates, or by such of sessions already, problems which it had unfortu
them as had been nominated to those committees. nately been unable so far to solve, which had left.
Pakistan still hoped that it might be possible to a legacy of discontent and which were disturbing
persuade the group of States which had declined international relations. There was no need to; en
to participate in the work ofthe Interim Commit- large upon the nature of those questions. It was
tee to change their' attitude, but if that shouldc·sufficient, to glance" at "the, agenda of th~First
unfortunately not be found possible, it would Committee and the Ad Hoc. Political Committee
appear that the experiment shouldno longer be to realize the little progress so far achieved. It
continued. . was therefore most important to, put the atmos-

phere of relaxed tensiqn tQgood,useandtose~
123. 'The ideological conflict continued',not only how the Assembly could catch up with .itsarrearS
~o divi,de.the world bur ~lso to harass its-peoples and complete its work..' ' . .. .
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130. The Brazilian representative had stressed article 23,of the peace treaty with Italy, it had
(222nd meeting) the meagre results achieved by referred the question to the General Assembly
the Security Council after innumerable meetings, and had bound itself in advance to abide by the
the lack of activity of the International Court of latter's recommendations.
]\lsticeand the fact that, in attempting to solve 137. It should moreover be noted that, among
concrete problems-in most cases physical prob- all the various questions appearing again on the
lems-the main questions were lost sight of. He agenda, the matter of the former Italian colonies
said that that was like. taking care of the body was certainly .the one which had been most studied
and forgetting the soul. and which was ripest for solution. It had been
131. The Ethiopian delegation fully endorsed the studied by the twenty-one countries most con
view so ably expressed by the Brazilian repre- cerned at the 1946 Peace Conference in Paris.
sentative. It also appreciated his very true remarks For several months it had been considered by the
concerning the excessive number of bodies estab- Council of Foreign Ministers, That Council had
lished by the United Nations; they had been al- had at its disposal studies carried out by the Four
lowed to proliferate to the point where they ham- Power Commission of Investigation, which had
pered the work of the General Assembly. There spent almost a whole year in reaching its conclu
appeared to be a tendency on the part of the sions. Furthermore the countries most concerned
United Nations to shirk its responsibilities by had been requested on several occasions to state
dividing them among a multitude of other bodies. their views before the Four Power Commission.
132. A similar development had taken place in The Assembly had itself fully discussed the mat
the days of the League of Nations. Could anyone ter during the six weeks of the second part of its
have forgotten the time, immediately preceding third session after having listened carefully and
the end of its work and of its very existence, for a long time to the statements of the various
when that organization had set up a great number non-governmental groups. So far, a total of no
of organs, committees of inquiry and sub-corn- less than ten commissions had already studied and
mittees? gone into the matter, which was nevertheless a

. simple one. If it were remembered that the
133. Mr. Aklilou recalled in particular the nu- twenty-one countries represented' at the Peace
merous committees which had been set up .to deal Conference had referred the problem to the four
with what had been in fact an extremely simple great Powers for a solution and that they in turn
matter, namely, the fascist aggression against had referred it after long study to the General
Ethiopia. It was indeed on account of that prolif- Assembly, it would be clearly understood why,
eration of meetings and committees that the world after the matter had been passed from one group
had accused the League of Nations of spoliation to another, it was necessary to settle such an
by procedure. urgent problem without further delay.
134. The same tendency was unfortunately be- 138. Fortunately the General Assembly had
coming apparent at the moment in the General i'esolutely rejected the various solutions involving
Assembly. The agenda of the fourth session of a postponement of adjournment of a solution and,
the Assembly comprised no less than sixty-six when it had been presented with :the minimum
items, only eight of which could be considered as and essential claims of Ethiopia, it had found a
political. Yet it was evident from a glance at solution supported by six-sevenths of the mem
those eight political questions, namely.rthe ques- bersof the First Committee. That partial solution
tions, of PalestiJ.le, Indonesia, Greece, Korea, had, however, been defeated for wholly extrane
atom1c. energy, disarmament, o~servance. of hu- ous international political reasons.
man rights and the former Italian colonies, that,
not one of them was new. They were all on thP'- .. p9. T~e, ~ssembly therefor~ had the duty and
agenda because so far the General Assembly ha,,.11e po~slb1bty of finally settling the matte!. As
been unable to solve them although it had set up th~ l!mt~d States Secretary of ~tate had so rightly
in each case study committees and committees of said 10 his speech (222nd meeting), ~e fact ~at
inquiry. The Assembly would never be able to ~Y ~'press prior ag~eement~e responsible parties
hope for any solution if it continued to shun its had enabled the United Nations to reach a settle
own responsibilities by referring the questions to ment, .gav.e reason to hope that henceforth the .
other organs. Was the conclusion, as the Syrian Organization w~>uld ~row m 1Ofuence. That.was
representative had observed (222nd meeting), a p~ecedent Wh1~ might be taken as .n basis of
that the defects which had brought about thesettl10g some political problems by special advance
bankruptcy of the League of Nations were reap- agreement. to accept the recomme~datlOns o! the
pearing in the United Nations and were liable to General Assembly or of the Security Council,
bring about its end? The work of the fourth 140. By proceeding without further deiay to a
session must prove the contrary. settlement of the urgent and distressing matter
135. If, as everyonejnaintained, there was a of the former Ital~an colonies, an atmosph~re
real relaxation in tension, it was most important would be create~ .which would fav~>ur the solution .
for the Assembly not to delay any furtherin fac- of the other political problemswhichhad been on
ing its own responsibilities in solving those prob- the Assembly's agenda for so long ~nd the way \
lems and completing its agenda. would thus be cleare~ for.l:'econst!l:lc~1Og, .after ~o

. ... .. many years of conflict, .1nternat"ofial friendship
136. Those re~arks were par.t1cula~ly true .as and co-operation ona solid basis. .
far as the questton of the former ltahan colonies . . '.. '. /:... . .'
was concerned. In that connexionno one could ~41. Mr..KIsE~EV (Byelo~usslan Soviet Social-
possibly deny that the Assembly had a direct and ist Repubhc) said that the tt!:?~~ad come to draw
irrefutable responsibility. Regarding. that matter, up ~hebala~ce ~heet of the activity of the United
it was sitting, so to speak, as. a court of appeal. Nations dunng 1tS first four years.
The Council of Foreign Ministers of the four, 142. He had carefully studied the Secretary
great Powers had failed and, in accordance with General's report,in the introduction to which Mr.,

I



Trygve Lie stated .that the year had been, on, the 149. According to data given in the information
whole, a year of progress towards a more peace- bulletin of aNew York bank, the profits of the
ful world, and that the United Nations had de- 525 leading United States companies in 1948 had
veloped international co-operation in almost every reached the highest level yet known. Those profits
field of human activity on a scale never before had, been from 18.8 to 23 per cent of invested
attempted. capital, amounting to 35,600 million dollars, as
143. Mr. Kiselev thought that estimate incorrect against 9,300 million in 1940 and 22,400 million
and, to say, the least of it, an exaggeration. He in 1945.
wished himself to analyse the activities of the 1.50. History seemed to have taught nothing. The
United Nations during those years. total defeat of hitlerite Germany, which had been

the embodiment of the forces of reaction, should
144. During its three previous sessions, the have served as a lesson to those who aspired to
General Assembly had examined a number of world domination. Nothing of the sort had hap
political, economic, and social questions, and had pened. It was obvious that the United States had
adopted 287 resolutions. become the main centre of threats to the peace
145. Resolution 41 (I) on the regulation and and security of peoples.
reduction of armaments had not been imple- 151. Despite the assertions of leading circles in
mented. That problem, one of the greatest with the United Sta-es and the United Kingdom, the
which humanity was confronted, remained un- North Atlantic Treaty was plainly contrary to the
solved. The Commission for Conventional Arma- interests of the United Nations. Its purposes were
ments had suspended its work, as had also the in opposition to the principle of peace among na
Atomic Energy Commission. tions. It was an aggressive military alliance en-
146. One might legitimately ask the reasons for tered into by a group of Member States and
that situation. Who were the people who, instead' directed against another group of Member States.
of reducing armaments, were encouraging the A number of United States senators had agreed,
armaments race, concluding the North Atlantic during the debate in the United States Senate,
Treaty, setting up a Western Union for military that the treaty was incompatible with the obliga
purposes, violating in the most flagrant manner .tions of the United States as a signatory to the
the fundamental Articles of the Charter and en- Charter and that it was designed to encourage war
deavouring to use the United 'Nations for their rather than to contribute to the maintenance of
own ends? They were the leading circles in the peace. And the Wall Street Journal; an organ of
United States of America and the United King- American financial circles; had stated in its issue
dom, beset with the morbid idea of world dom- of 5 April 1949 that the North Atlantic Treaty in
ination. fact nullified the principles of the Unitt~{f,\Nations.

147. In his statement of 21 September (222nd 152: Quite logically, the signing of the North
meeting), Mr. Acheson, United States Secretary Atlantic Treaty had been followed by a frantic
of State, had attempted to justify the ,policy of arms race, the creation of a vast network of mili
his country in that field. He had stated that that tary, naval and air bases and an attack on the .
policy was in entire conformity with the resolu- standards of living and democratic rights of the
tions adopted by the General Assembly. Facts, masses.
however, proved exactly the contrary. It was 153. While all mankind was anxiously follow
common knowledge that it was in Washington ing the warmongering policy of the United States
that the North Atlantic Treaty had been signed and of certain other countries, all those who
and later ratified. It was in that city that conversa- wished for peace had rejoiced at the pacific atti
tions were at the moment going on for the con- tude adopted by the Soviet Union.
elusion of Mediterranean and Pacific treaties. At 154. Mr. Kiselev went on to speak of the eco
the head of the countries which were increasing nomic situation. The Economic and Social Coun
their armaments was the United States which, by cil had failed' to solve the fundamental problems
means of the so-called peace-time lend-lease.. in- before it and had. devoted itself to those of sec
tended to supply armaments to countries signatory ondary importance. Thus it had failed to solve
to the 'North Atlantic Treaty, In the light of such . the important question of full' employment Which
facts, it was not surprising that Mr. Acheson .had been raised by the W'brld,:' Federation, of
should ht.ve said that there was no immediate Trade Unions. Instead of adoptingconcret~ recoin
prospect of universal agreement as to theregula- mendations to fight unemployment and to itppr~ve
tion and reduction of armaments. Delivery of the lot of millions of workers, the Anglo-Anier
United States war material to western Europe ican majority had merely referred the question to;
was to continue on a scale sufficient to' enable the International Labour Organisation for study.';',;
American firms to obtain orders for thousands of It was well known.ihowever, that during the
millions of. dollars. American capitalist-mono- thirty years. of its existence the ILO had faith
polieswere obviously endeavouring by those fully defended, the -interests of ,the, employers.
processes to obtain7cw~~vidends. The matter of trade union (rights .had suffered

, 148. The morbid dream qf world domination, . the same fate. The 9uestio~ of ;equal pay for
the fear of .the impending economic crisis, the eq"!alwork for" men and Women haq,al~ore;.

.desire to pile up war profits-such Were the mo- mained unsolved. 'h'
tives which led the controlling circles in Wall 155.. The delegation ,of the Byelorussian SSR
Street ,to pursue a policy of ever increasing mili- considered' that, the Economic and Social,Council
taryexpenditure directed towards the unleashing had failed totake.the necessary step~ to develop
of a hew war.Those who controlled American trade relations betw:e~ M~mbers ofth~United
monopolies were deliberately creating an atmos- Nations without i17rfdngingthe fundamental.I?rjn
.phere of anxiety apd ialarm in ,international ciples oft~e.equa,y;ty and sovereignty of all States.
'relations. It had faded also' to take'the necessary steps to
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2. Thus it had once more been clearly proved
that the peaceful development of the world de
pended on the co-operation of the leading great
Powers, and. on the widest and most frequent ap
plication of the principle. of unanimity, especially
to the solution Of post-warproblems, There-was
no doubt that, ifanother meeting of the Council ..
of Foreign Ministers were held .at the same time
as the General.r Assembly, as had happened in
1946, in orderto-solve further problems, there
would be a relaxation-of tensionthroughout the
world and it Would.have,far.,rea.ching effects upon
th~. results of the As~em1:lly'sdeliberations.That
would. further,prove to those who .sincerely strove
.for the success {>fthe United Nations ill the spirit
of the Charter,but \\Tho so .. £arhad .not. been
realistic enough· to. recognize and. respect the real
prerequisites;forthat success,that theco--opera-'
tion ,of the leading P?wers was. a sine quanon.
3.rrhedailypr~cticeof the United:Nations sup
por~edth<!.ttbesis.In cases where one of the great

. : -. ',', .... ... ..... : -, . '. ... :..,'" " -. ". ~

.~See •. Olficial<Records of the/ourln sesSion·of the
Ge~r~IAssembly, SupplementN'o.l.

allowed them to promote .their national economy
and to progress towards political and economic
independence.

159. Mr. Kiselev then alluded to the statement
by Mr. Santa Cruz, representative of Chile, w~om
he accused of using the forum of the United
Nations in an attempt to distract the attention of
the General Assembly from the Soviet Union's
proposals (226th meeting) for the achievement
of world peace. The Chilean representative had
used doubtful arguments, had maintained that the
USSR proposals were simply ironical and had
thus sought to confuse a perfectly clear issue..
Slander on the part of the Chilean representative
was nothing new. Everyone was equally familiar
with the fact that it invariably came to nothing.
There was no need to stress the point further.

160. The delegation of the Byelorussian SSR
wholeheartedly supported the proposals put for
ward at the 226th meeting by Mr. Vyshinsky.
The Member States of the United Nations could
not disregard the anxiety of all the nations of the
world to prevent another war, They must develop
close co-operation among themselves. They must
take concrete steps for the speedy solution of such
international problems as the control and reduc
tion of armaments and of armed forces, the pro
hibitionof the atomic weapon, and the use of
atomic energy sc!ely for peaceful ends. War
mongering must be forbidden and all preparations
for a new war must be stopped.

161. In appealing to the great Powers to con
clude a pact for the strengthening of peace, the
Soviet Union had sought to free the peoples of
the world from the fear of another war and to

.bring to fruition the highest hopes of humanity,
. which craved only security and a lasting peace'.

The meeting rose at 1.40 p.m,

assist in the economic development of countries
devastated by the war.

156. At its ninth session, the Council had exam
ined the question of the development of the eco
nomically under-developed countries. It was
known that that problem was of interest to a num
ber of countries in which industry and agricul
ture were at a very low level, and in which the
masses lived in destitution.' That situation existed
mainly in countries which for many years had
been, or still were, subjected to ruthless exploita
tion by colonial Powers.

157. There was an attempt in some quarters to
represent the United States plan of technical aid
as one devoid of Imperialistic.aims, It was quite
clear, however, that the plan was nothing more
than an attempt by American monopolists to se
cure-a political and econ.omic hold on other coun
tries, to ruin .their domestic industries and to flood
their markets with American goods. They sought
to gain control of the resources of strategic raw
materials with intent to use them for military
ends. Thus, for example, the United States had
bought up nearly all the supplies of raw materials

. in the Belgian Congo. American companies were
ruthlessly exploiting the population of that region.
Mr. Kiselev gave another instance in support of
his argument: according to official statistics, to be
found in the Trusteeship Council's report," only
three of the 331. industrial undertakings in
Ruanda-Urundi belonged to the Native popula
tion, Those three companies were concerned with
the manufacture of pottery, basket-making and
tanning.

158. It was essential to take steps to prevent
American monopolists from: enslaving economi
cally under-developed countries under cover of the
United Nations. Generous aid must be granted to
under-developed countries, provided that such aid

TWO HUNDRED· AND TWENTY-EIGHTH ,PLENARY MEETING
Held at Flushing Meadow, New York, on Monday, 26 September 194P, at 10.45 a.m.

President: General Carlos P. R6MULO (Philippines).

General •. debate (continued): speeches
by Mr-. Clementis· (Czechoslqvakia),

·~.Mr~K,ar~elj(yugosIavia), Mr. C~

Malik (Lebanon), Mr. Tsaldaris
(Greece), Mr. Pearson (Canada)

J. Mr. CLEMENTIS (Czechoslovakia) said. that,
in surveying. the achievements. and failures and in
analysing the problems which had concerned the
United Nations durh\g the past year, one impor
tantoand positive f~(';t had come to .light, .particu
larly. when those:(a~hievemelltswere'compared
with those of the pteclbdin~ session ofthe.General
Assembly:. The. St\cr(itary-General, in the ••• intro
d~.c~ion';o hisrej?o~;t for the year 1949,2 h!\~
rtghtlY stressed t~la~ the feaI" of war had" de-

.. creased, 'and he was' .partly·right to consider .the
breaJcing of theBerlindeadlockasthemain factor
con.tributing; towards that improved situation.

lSee· ..Official.~~co;ds.Of .the'thi~d ..sessio~· otthe..Gen-
eral Assembl~, SllPp1ement No. 4.., ..... ' ..•...... ,......,
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